The need for faster computers and more compute power is driving demand for semiconductors to new heights. Semiconductor companies are always looking to boost production yields while cutting costs.

Our platform enables every machine to use hundreds of cores to accelerate time-consuming software development by using idle CPUs in network or bursting to the cloud. Use the full potential of your network to raise product quality, reduce time-to-market and increase dev productivity.

Meet the demands of faster production challenges by iterating faster and finding bugs earlier. Waste less time waiting for builds to complete and give your devs more time to innovate.

Accelerating semiconductor development

Meet the demands of faster production challenges by iterating faster and finding bugs earlier.
Keep devs happier with shorter build times and meet deadlines more consistently.
Keep your tool chains unchanged and your artifacts completely clean of any outside code.
Give more time for testing, QA, and iteration for better products.
Stop building from scratch and reuse previous outputs with build cache.

Dev Acceleration for Semiconductors
Build faster, iterate more, develop better chips

Fast builds, faster chip manufacturing
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Incredibuild lets chip developers iterate faster, and shift left, allowing for fewer design re-spins and a higher degree of design success. Our dev acceleration platform speeds up software driving electronic design automation (EDA), electronic computer-aided design (ECAD), and software tools for chip designers to design, verify and test virtual versions of microchips.
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